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studies . As quintessentially Australian, they are considered crucial in attracting tourists to Australia . It is 11 12

known, for example, that Koalas and Kangaroos are “by far the most popular species” among visitors to 

Australia . This fascination has led various State’s to prominently include Koalas in their tourism materials . 13 14

D Locally, the Koala is said to be “engrained within the Australian culture” and, as such, is held in high esteem for 
its “high social value” . Theme parks, such as Koala Park  in Sydney’s western suburbs, offer tourists the 15 16

opportunity to “hug a Koala”. Unfortunately, the status outlined above and such interactions have not afforded 
Koalas absolute safety or immunity from threat . Ironically for a species considered so valuable, population or 17

habitat expansion may be perceived as unacceptable and lead the Koala to be considered “overabundant,” and 
thus, potentially “cullable” .18

 Whilst 98 3% of participants recognised the Kangaroo as Australian  91% recognised the Koala  By comparison  only 6 2% recognised the kiwi as 11

endemic to New Zealand  For more  see Hill  B  Arthurson  T  & Chalip  L  Kangaroos in the marketing of Australia  potentials and practice  Wildlife Tourism 
Research Report Series  No  19 prepared for CRC Sustainable Tourism  Available via https //sustain pata org/wp content/uploads/2014/12/WT19WEB pdf  

 Of the species most commonly associated with Australia  the Koala and the Kangaroo are considered to be the primary draw cards for tourists  As a 12

cursory search of Koalas in Australia reveals  a key question entered into Google is “can you hug a Koala in Sydney?”

 See Higginbottom  K & Buckley  R  (2003)  Terrestrial Wildlife Viewing in Australia  Wildlife Tourism Report Series No  9  A Status Assessment of Wildlife 13

Tourism in Australia for CRC Sustainable Tourism  Available via https //core ac uk/download/pdf/143871107 pdf  

 Tourism WA  for example  studied Chinese tourism to Australia and found that the “Chinese target customer” has “a strong desire to visit Australia s iconic 14

attractions”  Such attractions include the Sydney Opera House  the Great Barrier Reef  and koalas  Similar information is included in other State tourism 
guides  Tourism and Events Queensland  for example  similarly cites “the Sydney Opera House  the Great Barrier Reef  koalas and kangaroos” as the 
“iconic attractions” Chinese tourists want to see  See Tourism WAs China 2020 Strategy here https //www tourism wa gov au/Publications%20Library/
ndustry%20Support%20and%20Opportunities/China2020 Building the Foundations Online version2 pdf  See Tourism and Events Queensland s guide 
here https //teq queensland com/~/media/63b5bb338ff94e0c960f0d8b28baccec ashx?la=en/ 

 Conrad  E  (2014)  The economic value of the Koala  A report for the Australian Koala Foundation  Available via https //www savethekoala com/sites/15

savethekoala com/files/uploads/Conrad%202014%20The%20Economic%20Value%20of%20the%20Koala[2 pdf  

 That Koala Park was described as “Australia s saddest zoo” in 2016 and plead guilty to “the ill treatment” of Koalas is noted  See  for example  Sutton  C  16

(2016  February 1)  Australia s saddest zoo  Koala ‘sanctuary; has just three miserable koalas  emaciated kangaroos and one lonely penguin who is 
refusing to eat  Daily Mail UK Online  Available via https //www dailymail co uk/news/article 3310208/Koala Park Sanctuary four koalas two dingoes one
wombat cage budgerigars html  

 As recently as July 2019  for example  “high population numbers” and recommendations from a parliamentary inquiry could see Koalas being culled  17

along with western grey kangaroos  long nosed fur seals  and little corellas as “overabundant”  See Cox  L  (2019  July 12)  Koala and kangaroos culling 
considered as numbers become ‘overabundant  species  expansion threatens South Australia s habitat and biodiversity  report says  The Guardian Online  
Available via https //www theguardian com/environment/2019/jul/12/koala kangaroo culling considered as numbers become overabundant  

 “Culls” are routinely enacted upon species or populations of unwanted or unwelcome wildlife  That these individuals or communities need not be 18

introduced  and thus “un Australian ” reveals that the underlying motivations for such deaths are to be found not in any assessment of intrinsic worth  but in 
their perceived or potential nuisance status  





D Ultimately, significant flaws in existing legislation which prioritise the development of major projects (including 
mines and other state significant developments) has led to the Koalas disappearance. Events such as “local 

extinctions” are symptomatic of a broader problem that must be addressed . 27

E Unless key causes of such threats are proactively remedied by a whole-of-government strategy which expands 
upon protected areas of existing Koala habitat and recognises the Koala as an endangered species in many 

parts of the State, populations are expected to decline. This is unacceptable for a country that, as shown, 
reveres the Koala as a marketing tool and avenue for touting a thriving tourism industry.

3.2 Ultimately, it is the inconsistencies and flaws in existing law that permit the ongoing Koala population 

crisis. 

A The challenges facing the Koala are now so significant that unless urgent action is taken, a future 
without the iconic species is imminent across NSW and, indeed, Australia. Urgent, decisive and meaningful 

actions must adopt a dramatic shift in government priorities, policy and legislation.

B The NSW Koala Strategy effectively sidesteps the impacts climate change poses to Koalas. Though identified 
by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as globally one of the most vulnerable species. 

Considerations associated with impacts of current and impending climate change must be incorporated 
into all government planning, policies and legislation. 

 Paull et al  (2019)  27






